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Marketing Mastery Program – Module 5
DIRECTORY ADVERTISING

What is happening with Directories?
Many business owners are still paying to list their businesses in 3 rd party “printed” telephone
directories – one of the oldest and most traditional forms of advertising. There are people who
still use printed phone books, mostly seniors who have not adjusted to the online world, and in
some rural areas and small towns. Printed directories have been in decline for some time as
internet and cell phone coverage has increased in outlying areas and online directory use is
skyrocketing. As a business owner, you want your business to have maximum exposure within a
limited advertising budget. Like any marketing decision, the starting point is knowledge:
 Do you know what it is you are actually paying for with directory advertising?
 Do you know who you are listed with for FREE?
 Do you know if the information is correct?
Telephone directories are now “online” directories-- digital phone books made for web
searchers and you need to know if this is a sandbox worth playing in. The answer, in short is
YES!
If you are advertising online in a directory, you need to know what to do and how to direct a
client or prospect to your domain (web address) as quickly as possible. The most common
printed directory has been the Yellow Pages BUT with online directories the game has changed
and there are many, many online directories out there although Yellow Pages are still a major
player.
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So if directories are good, then the more directories I advertise with the
better, right?
Not entirely. We are NOT suggesting you run out and sign up with all the directories you can
find, BUT we are suggesting that there are a few key players you should sign up with, Yellow
Pages being one of them.
Directories need to be part of your online business strategy! How will you know this for sure?
Run a search on Google, in your business category, in your area and see who is populating the
first page for that category – you are looking for the online directories that appear. You can
then research the cost of having a listing placed above the fold (the area of your screen that
you can see without having to scroll down) or just underneath your competitors in those
directories.
It is hard to make yourself stand out in some of these directories as it is cluttered with
advertising (with your competition), so understanding this medium, tracking and measuring it
will provide you a competitive edge. Though it can be a bit overwhelming in the beginning,
Internet advertising is an essential part of your marketing plan and jumping from online
directory to online directory to capture a FREE listing without a plan will not benefit you.
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Exercise Examples:
If you are an in the Retail Business….type into Google Search bar:

OR:

Here’s what you see:
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If you are a licensed professional …..Type into Google Search bar:

OR:

Here’s the result:
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If you are in the Manufacturing or Distribution industry….type into Google Search bar:

OR:

Here’s what you will see:
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If you are in Food Service...type into Google Search bar:

Here’s what shows up:
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If you are in a Trade Business...type into Google Search bar:

OR:

Here’s the results:
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If you are Sales Professional...type Google the following phrase(s):

OR:

The exercise is to get you to become search aware of which “online” directories would be
worth you learning a little more about.
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Now it’s your turn:
Search a common phrase for your product or service in your local area. List in the table below
what pops up during your search.
This information will provide you with a good starting point on what directories are worth you
learning a bit about:

Localized Google Search Results – your product or service
Search Phrase used for your product or service:
Google Auto Suggest:

#1
#2
#3

Directories Found on First Page of Search
● Directory One:
● Directory Two
● Directory Three:
● Directory Four:
● Directory Five:
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What do I need to know about these Directories?
The following is a list of Directories that your website may need to compete in, when searchers
are looking for you through Google:

vs.

Google+ Local (Formerly Google Places) is the information that a search engine receives and
uses when listing your business.
This page allows you to control what information Google presents to searchers about your
business. The information you typically supply is a description of your business, images, hours
of operation and contact information. This information can be managed from your Google +
Local Dashboard, and can be changed at any time.
Google + is where you connect with your customers socially and works similar to media like
Facebook. So when a person is in your Google +circle anytime they search for something
related to your business, you will pop up on their SERP (search engine results page) near or at
the top of the page.
In order for these two to work you must verify your Google + Local page so that it is merged
with your Google + and must be claimed by the same email address. Another very important
note is that whenever you sign up for a directory, the information you submit about your
business must be identical, so the way you write your business name, address, telephone
number, email address etc. must always be the same in order for the search engines to find you
and not confuse them.

Advantages:
● Reach millions of Google users and in particular those in your trading area
● Edit your listing at any time yourself
● Easy to manage
● It’s free
● Sign up is simple
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Examples:
Cadbury Chocolates Google + Page

Google+ Local
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Bing is the Microsoft portal that enables local business owners to add a listing for their business
on Bing and connect your company with local consumers. It is a new, easy to use tool that
raises your visibility to potential local customers and enhances how your business appears to
customers with photos, videos, services offered and hours of operation.

Is an online local advertising system that allows businesses to provide detailed business
information to potential customers and helps a searcher find businesses and services and view
the results on a map. You can refine and sort results by distance, topic etc. Yahoo local has
business reviews, rated services, events, interactive maps and driving directions.

Yellowpages.ca is an online telephone directory, known as IYP (Internet Yellow Pages) which
organizes businesses by category instead of by business name. Internet Yellow Pages allow
small business to advertise locally and target their audience with single, self-explanatory
categories that people are familiar with e.g lawyer, electrician, ladies clothing etc.

411.ca is a free online service that lets you find people or businesses across Canada. It provides
maps, driving directions, area codes, postal codes, addresses and telephone numbers. There is
also the option of looking up information by using reverse phone numbers or reverse address
information.

Yelp.ca is a free service for people to find and research local businesses of all kinds and read
posted reviews. Businesses can set up a free account to post photos and messages to
prospective customers. Yelp also sells advertising to businesses to make money. Yelp uses
automated software to supply helpful and reliable reviews to searchers by measuring quality,
reliability and activity on Yelp. Yelp is available on smartphones and has a full list of mobile
Apps.
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Urbanspoon.ca is a leading free online local restaurant guide that provides locations and
reviews by professional food critics, bloggers and diners. Urbanspoon is also available on the
App store for smart phones. Restaurants who wish to appear on Urbanspoon must create an
account, providing all the appropriate information about your business. Urbanspoon also offers
businesses a program called “Open Table” an online reservation system, featuring table
management, customer database, which will allow you to market to loyal customers. A
restaurant can do the following using “Open Table”:
● Show table availability and send messages to clients
● Customer relation tool that identifies VIP’s, track food allergies and record preferences
● A place for you to offer promos in off-peaks
● Unlimited access from any iPad or web browser
● Manage your wait list and text message guests when their table is ready
Urbanspoon can place a reservation box on your listing, making it easy for customers to reserve a table

Tripadvisor.ca is the world’s largest travel website providing directory information and reviews
with travel-related content. TripAdvisor has reviews, photos and advice on hotels, attractions,
restaurants and vacations. The website is supported by advertising. Tripadvisor analytics
provide information on visitor demographics, competitor data and market trends. Businesses
can gain a competitive edge by offering incentives, offers and discounts and news about
additions, improvements and events at their property.
Tripadvisor does have free accommodation listings but to use the business listing service there
is a cost, this allows you to place your contact information phone, email and web address on
their site.

A search database providing information about businesses throughout Canada. It has social
networking ability, reviews and recommendations. WebLocal affords an efficient advertising
opportunity to business while putting users experience at the centre of their strategy.
Users searching for businesses either local or in a wider area, to answer all kinds of needs are
potential customers looking to complete a transaction, so WebLocal is a powerful lead
generator for advertisers, while providing the user with all necessary information on the
business.
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Mapquest.ca is a service that provides free maps, driving directions, satellite images, streets
and routes. A user can search for local government offices and local businesses and print out
and/or send travel directions. Mapquest has a route planner to help determine the shortest,
fastest way to a person’s destination. Mapquest for business allows companies to leverage the
power of the platform with developer tools, resources and industry expertise to build a map
solution for mobile, web and desktop applications.

Is a social media App for mobile devices such as Smart Phones. It helps people meet up with
friends, locate great spots to visit, find a restaurant, and find a business/product or service.
Foursquare provides tools for businesses to engage with their customers.

N49.ca is “Canada’s Directory” and social networking site. This site promotes businesses across
Canada. Research on any kind of business is available, along with reviews of people who have
used the product or service. The directory leverages consumer “word-of-mouth”. Listings come
in “featured” (paid) or “basic” (free) and order is determined by user popularity.

Homestars.com is an online site that ranks local renovators, repairman and home service
retailers, based on customer satisfaction, and listed by business category. Membership fees and
companies can register a basic listing for free. Homestars also offer a range of options for paid
premium service.
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Setting up an Online Directory Ad
So we’ve established you don’t need to be on every available directory to be found--you just
need to populate the directories which are on the first or second page for your product or
service category keeping the following in mind:
1. If you are already listed there, confirm that your contact information is correct
2. If not get your business listed because that directory is populating the first and second
pages.
One of the most important components is to have consistency in how your business
information appears in both online directories and your own website. If it is written differently
it confuses the search engines and makes it more difficult to be found.
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Example of basic information:
Business Name:

Address:

Telephone #

One99 Restaurant
199 Restaurants
199 Broadway Restaurants
199 Broadway
199 Broadway Units 1
199 Broadway Avenue Suite 1
199 Broadway Street, First Floor
519-940-3108
1-519-940-3108
1-866-251-0582

The first place that you set up your basic information is on your own website, so make sure that
this is how you want to be listed and then check the directories such as Google+, Google Places,
Yahoo, Bing and any others that you are listed in for consistency of this information.
The key here is that exact matches across online directories will ensure that search engines can
find you consistently. When looking for how you are listed in directories, look for differences in
the main information as well as capitals, hyphens, spaces etc. anything that is inconsistent. This
exercise will take time, some online directories make it difficult to change information, but your
insistence will pay off.
This basic information of name, address and telephone number is utilized by search engines
and the information gets passed around. It is not uncommon that the online directories will
input the information themselves and the employee inputting may not be paying attention to
detail, as their job is to get more businesses listed in the directory. Each online directory could
be using its service provider and they may have received different data about your business,
this is why we are teaching this in the module, as it is your job to clean it up and ensure
consistency.
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Four Tips for Directory Success:
1.

PRINT Directories and Telephone ON-LINE Directories are the Same Thing

Except for the medium, that is. A printed telephone directory and an online directory both
provide consumers with the same data: your business NAME, business ADDRESS, PHONE
number, your domain name (website address) and your Ad. There is one catch, however.
Printed telephone directories are getting smaller and rapidly decreasing in use, so, should YOU
still purchase advertising in these directories in order to get an online business presence? In
most cases you do not need to buy a printed Ad in order to be listed in the online directory.
Please confirm with your sales rep that your focus is on the online directory and not the printed
directory.
If you are currently advertising in a telephone directory find out the following before your
contract is due for renewal: Is there a minimum amount you have to spend in their published
PRINTED book in order to be listed in their online directory? You should NOT have to advertise
in the print version to get into the digital online directory.
Exercise - Do competitor analysis
NOTE: Always own your own domain and website – third party providers DO NOT promote your
business first.
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Click on the On-line yellow page listing and find out which advertising package your competitors
have purchased.
The more you spend, the more prominent your position. When you contact your media
consultant from yellow pages go through the programs they offer:
Here are a few examples:
SP –Sponsor Placement – Online Positioning with Logo and call tracking
MOL – Mobile Placement Leader with bright yellow “CALL” button for a call to action
L0 –Local Presence: – Business Category, Logo and website link
L1 - Local Leader: – Better positioning than L0, - Business Category, Logo and website link
L2 – Local Leader Plus: Better Positioning than L1 - Positioning of product, Business Category,
Logo and website link
VP – Virtual Profile NOTE:
● Pricing depends on geographic location, different markets will fetch different prices
● Positioning depends on how many are in the category and who has purchased what
level
● Commitment is one year so make sure you are tracking and measuring….
Find out what your competitors are doing, what they are spending and do-not try to outspend
them…. The idea is to be a choice within the listing for your business category, to be found, be
noticed and then get the client or prospect to your independent website as soon as possible.
They can then get to your products or services that you are offering.
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2.

The Disadvantages of On-Line Directories May Outweigh the Advantages

Placement
Flexibility

Tracking & Measuring

Cost

Advantages
Online directories populate
the first page of Google
Businesses tend to be
categorized by services
offered

You can use sub-domains, set
up by your webmaster, and
call tracking to measure
results
We suggest you spend
enough to appear just under
your competitors so you are
there as a choice

Disadvantages
Your business will be featured
alongside your competitors
You are tied to a 1 year
contract and can only make
minimum changes if any, to
accommodate specials or
promotions throughout the
year
Done for your business
category as a whole, and not
for your individual business
You cannot increase
advertising during peak
seasons or decrease it during
your off season
It can be expensive to
advertise under multiple
listings

Products that the telephone directories offer:
● Local search
● Mobile search

3.

Customers Are Using New Ways to Find Your Business

Ask yourself this - When you search online for services, do you use a business directory or do
you type your search directly into the Google search bar? Most people are using Google and it
is becoming the biggest source of new clients for small businesses today.
The world of small business advertising is changing and shifting towards independent online
advertising. Is your business keeping up with your clients’ habits and needs?

4.

Your Money May be Promoting the Directory before Your Own
Business

When you advertise in online directories you are promoting their business first. How? The first
few clicks take you to the directories’ website category page, listing both yourself (and your
competitors!) It then takes another one or two clicks to find you and that means a prospective
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client has to make 3 to 5 clicks just to reach your website. This can be frustrating and
unnecessary for your clients – so change the way you advertise and save money by promoting
your business directly!

Considerations:
There are only a few ways to track and measure your advertising investment BUT all are not the
same, you must try them:
✓ Subdomain for each different Ad type (webmaster may be required)
✓ Call Tracking (provided through 3rd party advertisers or directly with Bell / Rogers?)
There are many online directories available - Yelp.ca, ProfileCanada.com, HotFrog.ca, and
Weblocal.ca, UrbanSpoon.com, even your local chamber of commerce. The point is, most of
these are free but in this module we focus on telephone directories (yellow pages.ca) as they
are populating the first page of both classic and mobile Google searches.
The difference between:
Classic search (Computer and lap top) Vs. Mobile ( Smart phones and tablets.)
The best way to find out who has local representation in your trading zone is, to perform your
own search and document which businesses show up in the search. If online directories show
up, make a list of who they are. If you advertised traditionally in yellow pages you would have
probably had more than one category, in other words a caterer who did weddings would have
bought a listing under banquet facilities, caterers, tents and wedding planning. If this is the case
for your business, run this exercise on each category as you build awareness on which your
competitors are on the first search page. There will likely be a common denominator, and once
you have established this you will better understand this advertising vehicle, how it works and
how to best spend your advertising dollars.
Use Google AdWords. The savings that can be made by re-visiting your directory contract can
be allocated to promoting your business directly, through Google AdWords. With Google
AdWords, you can easily track and measure your spending and the results. Google advertising
allows you to make changes at any time, offer specials and promotions, increase what you’re
spending during peak seasons and decrease spending during off season. This allows you
“maximum exposure” with a limited budget!
In Module 3 we dove into Google Adwords and it is directly related to this workbook… the
reason it’s related is because online directories are sharing the first page with independent
websites like yours. We encourage you to review the AdWords Workbook and compare the
relationship between Adwords and directory results and the impact they can have on your
marketing.
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